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I.



II. My house is at the back of the room.
Several hours later, the time comes.
And there is penitence, there is habit.
In the back of the house, a room sits still and white
where light from a high and cloudy sky filters in.



III.





IV.



V.

My wrist is the small beat
your neck the medium
a temple and a chest

bop lovingly
a temple in the chest

thrums and drums

VI.





In this bright hour, 
barely built,
a sift of light, 
a subtle tilt.

A morning made
of drifting silt

and all the dust
as if it’s gilt.

VII.



VIII.



IX.



 X. Added to the alphabet
is an algorithmic absence.

Speech says a sad thing and then swallows it. 



XI.



XII. How ridiculous, what has been made from nearly nothing!
The combinations beyond telling, of car washes, cups of coffee, swaying grasses.



Let us now recite the prose of the world. 
 

All day
All day

the motors are running
and blowing off steam.

And giving off a whir
of white noise
brown noise 

black

Just like the nervous system
this is all a miracle 

 

Let us now recite the prose of the world 
 

All day
All day

All day long
I am playing chicken

with the notion
that the house will
remain standing

The floor meets our feet
and the door opens

to the room where you are.
We are rushing headlong in

a freeze frame.
I think you’ve cut off circulation to my arm! 

 

The wind blows in--
a current of the sound

and the smell
of the ground.

And the music swells--
a current of the longing

and leaving 
and pauses for breath

XIII.



Let us now beset ourselves with longing.



XIV. A thing will vanish when it is seen.



XV.





XVI.



XVII. Here is what really meets me, what really gets my goat:
My face is not like your face, because I’m inside it.



XVIII.



XIX.





Can there be a more home
can home be a more body

can home be more than
if I am at home in the body

If home is my body
in the skin of itself?
in its body of skin?

I fidget with my kneecap
under the loose shift of my fabric
sliding it jelly-like and oval over
and against its tensions and
against its limits in the knee.

if that is the home of the kneecap
and I am its limits

then my door is off its hinges,
my window is a shifting stack.
It sends my body double out

as if kicked from behind.
It separates itself cell by cell.

XX.





Sweet gray,
Light-filled gray.

You aim your
high-minded
flatness at me 

and I am a 
still, soft
listener.

XXI.



XXII.





XXIII.




